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Chinook salmon constitute one of a variety of fish and wildlife 
public trust resources in the Bay/Delta Estuary. This-exhibit 
provides information with which the State Water Resources Control 
Board can determine what immediate interim, near term actions 
should be taken that will help restore the environment for 
salmonid resources in the Delta, halt their long term decline and 
increase their overall protection in the estuary. While this 
testimony is submitted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, it 
reflects the results of studies conducted by the Service under 
the Interagency Ecological Study Program and incorporate 
evaluations by the Five Agency Salmon Management Group. This 
report is meant to be technical in nature. Service 
recommendations as to the specific choice of interim salmon 
protection measures to adequately protect the salmon resources in 
the Estuary, short and long term protection goals and testimony 
on other issues will be provided in separate Service exhibits. 

The Five Agency Salmon Management Group was formed to evaluate 
the relative benefits and costs of operational and structural 
measures to improve the protection of salmon in the Central 
Valley (DFG ~xhibit No. 65 - Department of Fish and.Game, 198?). 
Members include the California Departments of Fish and Game (DFG) 
and Water Resources (DWR), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), U . S .  Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), and the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). The Delta team of that group 
was assigned the task of evaluating protective measures to be 
implemented in the Delta. This included appropriate coordination 
with the §an J~aquin and Sacramento River teams of the Five 
Agency Group. 

The majority of technical information presented here has been 
presented, reviewed and discussed in numerous meetings and work 
sessions by the Five Agency staff since 1987. Service staff has 
recently updated some of the analysis after this information was 
provided to the Board staff during the Scoping Phase of these 
proceedings in the spring and summer of 1991. We also have 
provided new information based on the 1991 and 1992 sampling and 
coded w i r e  tagged snolt experiments. 

The Service itself assumes responsibility for this ~xhibit and 
invites other members of the Five Agency Salmon Group to make any 
clarifying remarks or corrections on any information herein, 
shc~ld they deem it necessary. 

Delta team reports of March 1991 and June 1991, along with 
exhibits from the 1987 Proceeding record (DFG Exhibit 15 and 
USFWS Exhibit 31) and Kjelson, e t .  al., 1989 (WQCP-USFWS-1). 
k n n u a l  Reports of 1988, 1989, 1990 (WQCP-USFWS-2 and 2a through 4 



and EXRSP-USFWS-4), and 1991 (WRXNT-USFWS-9) are the primary 
basis for this written testimony. 

Kjelson, et. al., 1989 and Service Annual Reports 1988-1990 
have been previously submitted to the Board since 1987. - 
Additional useful information on Central Valley Salmon is 
provided in DFG, 1990 (Central Valley Salmon and Steelhead 
Restoration and Enhancement Plan, ~alifornia Department of Fish 
and Game, April 1990, compiled by Reynolds, et. al). Additional 
escapement values provided by DFG, Red Bluff, Dick Painter, 
personal communication. The reader is directed to these 
documents for detailed background information. 

The documents noted above that were submitted to the Board for 
the 1991 Water Quality Control Plan (WQCP-USFWS-1 through 4) and 
for the Scoping Phase (EIRSP-USFWS-4) are listed below for ease 
of reference. 

WQCP-USFWS-1 Kjelson, M.; Greene S:; and Brandes, P: 
1989, A Model for Estimating Mortality 
and Survival of Fall-Run Chinook Salmon 
Smolts in the Sacramento River Between 
Sacramento and Chipps Island, 50 pp. 

U.S. Fish and wildlife Service. 
Survival and productivity of Juvenile 
Salmon in the Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Estuary 1989 Annual Progress Report, 
Stockton, CA ~isheries Assistance 
Office, 59 pp. and Errata Sheet 2 pp. 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Survival and Productivity of Juvenile 
Salmon in the Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Estuary 1988 Annual Progress Report, 
Stockton, CA Fisheries Assistance 
Office. 60 pp. 

Kjelson, M.; Loudermilk, B.; Hood, D; 
and Brandes, P. The Influence of San 
Joaquin River Inflow, Central Valley and 
State Water Project Exports and 
Migration Rcute on Fall-Run Chinook 
Smclt Survival in the Southern Delta 
During the Spring of 1989. February 
1990, 45 pp, 



EIRSP-USFWS-4 U . S .  Fish and Wildlife Servicm. 
Abundance and Survival of Juvenile 
Chinook Salmon in the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin Estuary, 1990 Annual Progress 

. - Report, Stockton, CA., Fishery Resources 
Office, 133 pp. 

1 The purpose of this technical exhibit is to: 

1. Provide an update on the status of Central Valley chinook 
salmon stocks and a brief review of salmon life history in 
the estuary. 

2. Describe the approach of improving outmigrant juvenile 
salmon survival in the Delta as a measure to help restore 
salnon stocks in the Central Valley. 

3. Describe the key problems for juvenile salmon in the Delta 
and a listing of operational and structural measures that 
would likely correct them. 

4 .  Describe models that estimate juvenile salmon outmigrant 
survival in the Delta and their use in quantifying the 
benefits of varied protective measures and historic habitat 
protection goals. 

5. Provide alternative sets of interim requirements that yield 
a range of protection for salmon. 

6. Provide ideas on appropriate methods of defining long term 
goals for the protection of salmon in the Delta. 



Statua of Central Valley Chinook Salmon Btooka 

The Central Valley has supported average annual runs of 272,000 
chinook salmon during the last ten years and has contributed an 
average of 365,000 fish to ocean fisheries. ~ighty-nine percent 
of the spawner escapement has been to the Sacramento Basin and 11 
percent to the San Joaquin system. Fall-run now make up 88% of 
the Central Valley population. Historically, Valley populations 
were comprised mostl!,? of spring-run chinook. Construction of 
dams prevented spring-run access to historic spawning areas and 
presently this race makes up only 5 percen.2 of the total Valley 
run (3FS, 1990). 

Sacramento Basin 

There are four distinct races of chinook salmon in the Sacramento 
basin each one named for the time period they first enter fresh 
water (Figure 1). Fall-run fish in the upper Sacramento have 
increased in recent years attributed largely to improved 
production of hatchery fish with escapement averaging about 
100,000 fish since 1985. Runs of wild fall run chinook remain 
low and are decreasing. Spring-run on the main stem Sacramento 
are included with fall-run counts as the two races now spawn in 
the same regions. A minor population of spring-run may remain in 
Mill and Deer Creeks. Late fall-run salmon in the Sacramento 
have declined by about two-thirds since the 1960's and now 
average about 10,000 spawners. Winter-run have suffered a major 
decline since the 1960's and in recent years spawner counts have 
been under 1,000 fish (191 in 1991). The drop in winter-run has 
caused them to be listed Federally as @IthreatenedM and State as 
"endangeredn. 

Stocks in the American and Feather Rivers are heavily supported 
by hatchery production on those two streams. Since the early 
1980fs, the majority of the hatchery production from the two 
State operated hatcheries has been released downstream of the 
Delta. Spawner counts on the Feather in the past five years have 
averaged 1,660 spring-run and 50,200 fall-run. Escapement of 
fall-run chinook in the Yuba River, considered to be primarily 
wild fish, has averaged 18,000 fall-run. The ten year average on 
the American River has been 46,700 fall-run fish (DFG 1990). 

San Joaquin Basin 

Fall-r~n chinook spawn in six tributary streams of the San 
Joaquin River. Annual escapements in the Mokelumne ~ i v e r  have 
averaged 6,600 fall-run in the past decade. Consumnes River 
escapement has averaged 200 fish. spawning on the Calaveras 
River for both fall and winter-run appears to be very low. These 
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Figure 1 : Adult salmon passing by RBDD (Red Bluff Diversion Dam) 

of fall, late fall, winter and spring races between 1967 and 1990. 



three ts.,butary streams, which enter the San Joaquin River in the 
Delta, have been impacted greatly in the re:ent six drought years 
and population levels are extremely low (100's of fish in the 
Mokelumne and no spawners in the Consumnes or Calaveras. - 
Average escapements to the Stanislaus, Tuolumne and Nerced Rivers 
in the past decade have been helped by high stream-flow during 
several spring emigration periods 2* years prior. Fall-run 
escap ment during the 1980,s have averaged 13,000 for the Merced, 
14,000 for the Tuolumne and 5,500 for the Stanislaus (DFG 1990 
and Figure 2). The Merced River is supported by a yearling 
hatchery production program. As with the Delta tributary 
population, recent drought years (since 1987) have resulted in 
poor spawrer numbers in Stanislaus, Tuolumne, and Merced in 1989 
and 1990 (total <3500 fish). Spawner numbers for these three 
streams further dropped to 620 in 1991 and reflect one of the 
lowest counts in history (1963 was 320). 

Salmon L i f e  History in the Delta 

The four races of Chinook salmon found in the central Valley 
utilize the Delta primarily as a juvenile and adult migration 
corridor from and to upstream spawning and rearing grounds. 
~earing of chinook (particularly fall-run) also occurs in the 
Delta. 

Adult salmon are migrating through the Delta during all months of 
the year with time frames specific to each run. The greatest 
numbers of adults are present between about July and November 
(Fall-run) while the endangered/threatened winter run adults are 
present in the late winter and early spring. 

~earing of chinook fry in the Delta is most common followtng 
periods of high river flows from January through March when fall- 
run fry are present. Winter-run fry may move into the Delta 
during the fall if river flows increase with early rains. 
Spring-run fry also may use the Delta for some rearing. 

Migrating smolts are most abundant during the ~pril through June 
period, again reflecting fall-run. winter-run smolts appear m0s.t 
numerous in the Delta during the January to April period. We 
will subsequently use the term smolt, salmon that are migrating 
to the ocean, to represent all juveniles and yearlings. 

Yearling salmon migration through the Delta is not well 
duc!lmented but likely occurs in the fall and winter months 
reflecting fall, late-fall and spring run fish that have "held 
overm in cooler upstream waters. 

More specific information on the timing of runs in the Delta by 
life stage are provided in the aforementioned documents. The 
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Figure 2: Total natural fall run spawning escapement in the Stanislaus, 

Tuolun~ne and Merced Rivers betw3en 1952 and 1990. 



specific time period of salmon presence in tho Delta is of major 
importance in defining the implementation period of a given 
protective measure and in assessing the benefits of such action. 

Restoration of Salmon Stocks Through Improved Delta Bmolt 
Survival 

The earlier discussion of the status of Central Valley salmonid 
resources indicates that essentially all of these runs have 
declined since records are available (Figure 1). This is 
particularly true for the natural (non hatchery) stocks 
(Figures 2 and 3). Adult salmon population abundance is related 
to what occurs not only in the estuary but also the ocean and 
upstream habitats. Hence, in determining means whereby salmon 
stock abundance can be restored there are a variety of possible 
choices in inland, estuarine and oceanic environments. 

Regardless of this fact, it is important to understand that 
improved smolt survival through the Delta will produce an equal 
increase in adult ocean recruitment for that brood year unless 
bay and ocean survival are density dependent. Greater historic 
salmon runs provide reason to believe that bay and ocean survival 
is not limited by present salmon densities. An increase in ocean 
recruitment should result in improved catch and escapement. 

Given the above and the scope of this proceeding and this exhibit 
(i.e., to identify interim actions to improve salmon protection), 
we concluded that concentrating our evaluation on measures to 
improve smolt survival through the Delta would be the most 
productive approach. These measures concentrated on smolt 
protection for fall-run chinook for the April-June period since 
we have the most data for this group of salmon. Protective 
actions for other races and life stages are generally the same as 
for fall-run smolts since we assume factors influence fall-run 
survival are applicable to the others. Somz exceptions are 
evident, such as temperature, which does not appear limiting for 
salmon during the winter months. The timing of implementation of 
key protective actions for the varied races and life stages is 
the prinary difference between the different populations and 
stages. 

?roblems for Juvenile Salmon Outmigrants in the Delta 

Salmon at all life stages face a variety of problems to their 
su.:vival and general well being during their residence in and 
migration through the Delta. Some of these, such as high water 
temperature and low dissolved oxygen have been addressed in part 
by the Boardfs Water Quality Control Plan of 1991. 
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Figure 3: Natural fall run spawning escapement in the Sacramento 

River between 1952 and 1990. 



Most Delta problems for salmon are caused by the present system 
of water management in the Delta. These problems are primarily 
related to changes in Delta hydrology, whereby the timing, 
quantity, export and distribution of water flow has been altered. - 
These alterations have caused two primary problems for salmon. 

1. The diversion of juvenile, yearling and adult salmon off the 
mainstem Sacramento and San Joaguin Rivers migration 
pathways into less desirable regions of the Delta and to 
direct losses at the CVP/SWP Export Facilities in the south 
Delta. 

2. A delay in the migration of juvenile, yearling and adult 
salmon through the Delta causing exposure to mortality 
agents (such as higher water temperatures or predation loss) 
for a longer time. 

Sacramento River Problem ~Uentification 

Problem I: Smolts Diverted Off the Sacramento River 

Issue: Salmon smolts are diverted fro= the mainstream Sacramento 
River via the cross channel and Georgiana Slough into the Central 
Delta, where mortality is high. Reducing the percentage of 
smolts being diverted into the Central Delta would increase the 
survival of smolts migrating through the Sacramento Delta. 

In addition fish are diverted into Montezuma Slough off their 
main migration path which may impede their successful 
outmigration to the ocean. 

Description of Problem: Tha Delta Cross Channel is located at 
Walnut Grove, where in 1951 the U.S. Bureau of ~eclamation 
connected the Sacramento river to the Mokelumne River system, via 
Snodgrass Slough. The main purpose of the channel was to improve 
the conveyance of higher quality Sacramento River water through 
the Central and Southern Delta to the Central Valley Project 
(CVP) pumping facility. Today, approximately 40% of the 
Sacramento River just upstream of the cross channel is diverted 
into this channel, when the gates are open. 

Georgiana Slough is a second major diversion channel off the 
Sacramento River at Walnut Grove in the North Delta. It is a 
nnaturaltt Delta channel and diverts water off the Sacrame~to 
River about a mile downstream of the cross channel diversion 
point. An additional 30% of the remaining water in the 
Sacramento Rivcr at this point is then diverted into Georgiana 
Slough. The water and presumably fish then travel down the North 
and South Fork's of the Mokelumne River and eventually enter the 



San ~oaquin River near San Andreas Shoul. When export pumping at 
the CVP and State Water Project (SWP) is high and San Joaquin 
inflow is low, reverse flows are typical in the Southern Delta 
channels and the western San Joaquin River. Under most dry year 
scenarios there is no net downstream flow past Antioch. 

The cross channel and Georgiana Slough diversions, combined, take 
approximately 70% of the Sacramento River flow as it approaches 
Walnut Grove. Closing the cross channel gates during the time 
the fish are migrating would decrease the percent diverted at 
Walnut Grove from 70% to about 20-30%. Additional closure of 
Georgiana Slough would decrease the total percent diverted at 
Walnut Grove to 0%. 

Through mark and recapture studies, we have found that salmon 
smolts diverted into the Central Delta via the cross channel and 
~eorgiana Slough has a very significant, negative effect on the 
survival of salmon smoits migrating down the Sacramento River. 

We have evaluated this impact by comparing the survival indices 
of Coded Wire Tagge2 (CWT) smolts released from 1983 to 1989, 3.5 
miles above and 3 miles below the two diversion points at Walnut 
Grove. Tagged smolt releases also were made in the Central Delta 
(North and South Forks of the Mokelumne) from 1983 to 1986. 
Survival of the various groups was based on the recovery of these 
CWT smolts at Chipps Island a few weeks after release along with 
recoveries in the ocean fishery. 

i3etwsen 1984 and 1989, nine groups of CWT salmon smolts were 
released above and below the open Delta cross channel and 
Georgiana Slough. We found that in eight of these releases that 
fish survived between 1.4 to 17.0 times better (average 3.4 
times) when released below the two diversion points (Table.1). 

Tagged experiments in 1983, 1987 and 1988, revealed that smolts 
released below the closed cross channel and Georgiana Sl~ugh had 
a 1.3 to 2.4 times better (average 1.6 times) survival index than 
those fish released above the cross channel (Table I).- 

We have subsequently found similar results using an index of 
szrvival based on recoveries of the marked fish as adults in the 
ocean fishery (WRINT-USFWS-9). 

CWT fish released i,~to the Central Delta have lower survival than 
fish that migrate to Chipps Island via the mainstem Sacramento 
2.iver. CWT smolts released in the north and south forks of the 
Eokelumne River in 1984 through 1986 and in the lower Mokelumne 
River in 1983, would represent the survival of.smolts diverted 
off the Sacramento River. In 1485 and 1986 these smolts had 
survivals generally lower than those released above the point of 
diversion presumably because some fraction of the groups released 
above the diversion point remained in the Sacramento River and 



Table 1. Comgarison~ of the rurvival iadio i  IsT) for CWE 
ohinook emolts reloseed in  the Baarl  to River above 
and below the opened and aloaed Ds9  Cross Charnel 
and Oeorgiana Slough diversion ohan. s betWOtan 1983 
and-&989. 

Cross Channel 1984 
Open 1985 

1986 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1989 
1989 
1989 

1.7 
2.3 
1.9 
2.2 
1.8 

17.0 
1.4 
1.4 
0.8 
Ave. = 3.4 

Cross Channel 1983 1.06 1.33 1.3 
Closed 1987 0.67 0.85 1.3 

1988 0.70 0.94 1.3 
1988 0.17 0.40 2.4 

Ave. = 1.6 

- 

l1 Courtland Site (3.5 miles above Walnut Grove) 

*': Ryde Site (3.0 miles below Walnut Grove) 



experienced better survival as indicated by the survivals of 
those reloased below the diversion point (Table 2). 

These findings also were supported by the preliminary results of 
three paired CWT groups released at Ryde an&-in Georgiana Slough, 
in April of 1992 (Table 3). On average we found that the Ryde 
fish survived about five times greater than the corresponding 
groups of fish released into ~eorgiana Slough. In 1989, a model 
(WQCP-USFWS-1) was developed to determine the relative importance 
of certain parameters on the survival of smolts migrating down 
the Sacramento River. The percent of water (and salmon smolts) 
diverted into the Central Delta via the cross channel and 
Georgiana Slough was found to be an important factor in 
determining the survival of smolts migrating through the 
Szcramento Delta. 

It is not surprising that such a habitat alteration along their 
main migration route would increase the mortality of Sacramento 
River salmon outmigrants. ~igration to the ocean via the Central 
Delta would be more difficult considering-it is a longer route 
and would expose smolts to increased predation, higher 
temperatures, a greater number of agricultural diversions and to 
more complex channel configurations. In addition, upon reaching 
the mouth of the Mokelumne River on the lower San Joaquin River 
they are often exposed to upstream flow (reverse flows) that 
mves the net flow easterly in the San Joaquin and to the south 
in Old and Middle Rivers (see later discussion on reverse flow). 

The molt survival model for the Sacramento River Delta indicates 
that the reduction in the percent of water (and fish) diverted at 
Walnut Grove would increase smolt survival through the Delta 
(Tz51e 4) . 
~anpling conducted in Montezuma Slough and Chipps Island 
ccncurrently in 1987 and 1992 showed that a small, yet equal 
percentage (pc0.01) of the fish leaving the western Delta were 
diverted into Montezuma Slough both with (1992) and without 
(2987) the Montezuma Slough Control Structure in place. In both 
1 9 8 7  and 1992, we found between 0 and 2.72 (average . 7 0 )  percent 
of the fish leaving the western Delta were diverted into 
Montezuma Slough, where presumably their survival would be less, 
since their migration would be delayed or the distance to the 
ocean increased (~ppendix 1). 

P o t e ~ t i a l  Solutions: The percent of fish diverted off the 
nainstem Sacramento River into the Central Delta could be reduced . 
by closing the cross channel gates and by using some physical 
means t~ close Georgiana Slough. Increasing the flow in the 
Sasramento River also would result in a lower percentage of water 
and fish diverted into the Central Delta. 

Problem 2: Smolt ~ortality Due to CVP and SWP Exports 

Issue: Exports at the CVP a n d  SWP have been found to be related 
tc z u r v l v c i l  of fish diverted into the Central Delta. Sacramento 



Table 28 Survival indices of ooded wiro tagged (CWT ohinook 
smolts released at oevoral looationa i n  the Saoramento- 
Ban Joaquin Delta from 1983 to 1986 and reaovered by 
trawl at Chipps Island. - 

Above Diversion " 
gates opened 

Above Diversion 
gates closed 

Below Diversion 
gates opened 

Below Diversion 
gates closed 

N. Fork Mokelumne River 4' NR 0.51 0.28 
S. Fork Mokelumne River NR 0.86 0.23 
Lower Mokelumne River " 1.13 NR NR 
Lower Old River River @ 0.33 0.16 0.21 

' I  3.5 miles above Walnut Grove on Sacramento River (Courtland 
site). 

21 3.0 miles below Walnut Grove on Sacramento River (Ryde). 

3' Release at site at Isleton. 

Released site at Thorton Road. 

5' Release site 2 miles above the junction with the San Joaquin 
River. 

61 Relezse site at the southeast corner of Palm Tract. 

NR= No Release 



Table 3: Preliminary survival indices and ratios for CWT salmon 
smolts released at Ryde and in Geosgiana slough in April 
sf 1992. 

I Georgiana Slough 

* Average flow,(cfs) at Antioch during the time the Ryde 
fish were reqovered at Chipps Island. 

Date of 
Release 

4 / 6  

4 /14 

4/27 

** Five day mean flow or export (cfs) starting on the release date. 

4 

r. 

Ryde/Georgiana 
Slough Ratio 

3 . 3  

3.0 

8.3 

- 
X = 4 . 8  

Date of 
Release 

4 / 6  

4 / 1 4  

4 / 2 7  

Flows at 
Antioch* 

972 

1321 

736 

-- 

survival Index 

1 . 3 6  

2 .15 

1 . 6 7  

CVP+SWP 
Exports** 

4999 

1085 

1345  

-- 

Bacramento 
River Flow at 
Freeport*+ 

9 9 04 1 
11212 

4615 6 

-- 

Temperature 
at Release OF 

64 

64 

67 

Temperature 
at Release OF 

64 

6 3  

67 

Survival 
Index 

.41 

.71 

.20 



TabPo 4. Eatimated survival indioem for salmon smolts 
migrating through the Baoramanto River Dalta under 
vwied water temperatures, peraente diverted at 
Walnut Orove and CVP/BWP export rates using the 
model described in WQCP-USFWS-1. 

Temperature ( O F )  

60 62 64 66 68 70 
Exports = 2000 cfs 

Percent diverted 
0% .64 .51 .40 .30 .22 .15 
30% .57 .46 .36 .27 .20 .14 
70% .47 .39 .30 .23 .18 .12 

Temperature ( OF) 

60 62 64 66 68 70 
Exports = 6000 cfs 

Percent diverted 
0% 

30%- 
' 0 %  

Temperature ( O r )  

60 62 64 66 68 7 0  
Exports = 10000 cis 

Percent diverted 
0% 
30% 
70% 



river salmon are lost due to the direct and indirect mortality 
factors caused by export pumping. 

Dessrfption of Problem8 The CVP and SWP export more water than 
flows into the San Joaquin River at Verna1.h. The balance of 
water needed by the projects comes from the Sacramento River.via 
the cross channel, Georgiana Slough, the Mokelumne and Lower Old 
and Middle Rivers. This movement of water south to the pumping 
plants causes reverse flows in many of the Southern Delta 
channels. Conditions in the Southern Delta appear detrimental 
for salmon due to high temperatures, increased predation and 
complex channel configurations in which water is being drafted 
upstream toward the pumping plants. The water and many fish are 
then impounded into Clifton Court Forebay where predation on 
salmon smolts has been shown to be high. If the fish survive to 
this point, or bypass the entrance to CCFB and move toward the 
intake to the CVP, they are then exposed to the SWP or CVP 
pumping plant louver screens (which are not 100% efficient) and 
to the handling and trucking stresses associated with moving 
these fish to the Western Delta where they are released away from 
the influence of the pumps. 

Recovery data from tagged smolts released into the South Delta 
(lower Old River) in 1983 through 1986 (Table 2) have shown that 
smolts that do get diverted into the South Delta have slightly 
lower survival than fish released in the Central Dslta, 
presumably because more of the smoltsreleased in the Central 
Delta are able to successfully find their way to the ocean via 
the eastern San Joaquin River. Smolts released in the mainstem 
Sacramento River below the diversion points (Ryde) survived at a 
higher rate of survival than either those fish released into the 
Central or Southern Delta (Table 2). 

Coded wire tagged smolts released in the Sacramento Delta 
(Sacramento, Courtland and Ryde) have been salvaged at the CVP 
and ShTP Fish Facilities (WQCP-USFWS-2 and Exhibit 31), indicating 
that Sacranento smolts are being directly impacted by the export 
pumping plants. Although the actual percentages of smolts from 
these release groups are low, given that significant mortality 
probably occurs in the Central and Southern Delta's before the 
fish accually reach the salvage facilities, the impact would be 
considerably greater than shown by the salvage rates. In 
addition, there are millions of smolts emigrating from the 
Sacramento Basin each year and consequently a small percentage at 
the salvage facilities also would indicate that a large number of 
snolts from the Sacramento River are being directly impacted by 
the project pumps (USFWS, Exhibit 31). 

In the development of our multiple regression smolt survival 
model (WQCP-USFWS-1) we found that survival of smolts from Walnut 
Grove to Chipps Island via the Central Delta was related to 
temperature and to the combined exports at the CVP and SWP 



facilitiee. When the variability in survival from temperature 
for that reach of the river was removed, we found an additional 
17% of the variability in survival was due to e~ports. 

The Delta smolt survival model (WQCP-USFWS-1) &.%lows us to 
quantify the benefits of reducing exports to salmon migrating 
through the Central Delta (Table 4). 

Results from CWT fish released in Georgiana Slough on April 6 and 
14 of 1992, suggests that higher Delta exports may have caused 
the lesser survival for fish released on April 6th when compared 
to the April 14 release which were exposed to lower exports 
(Table 3). 

The effects of exports on smolts from the Sacramento Basin would 
be greatest when both the Delta Cross Channel and Georgiana 
Slough are open and decrease when one or both are closed since 
smolts diverted into the Central Delta would be exposed to 
greater reverse flows in the western San Joaquin than those at 
the tip of Sherman Island and Three mile Slough. As noted 
earlier, CWT smolts released at Ryde have higher survival 
than those representing fish diverted into the Central Delta 
(Table 3). 

Since 1978, only a few CWT smolts released at Ryde have been 
observed at the SWP/CVP salvage facilities compared to up to 
several hundred from Central Delta releases (USFWS Exhibit 31). 
This suggests that, even though smolts remaining in the 
Sacramento River are exposed to reverse flow in the western San 
Joaquin River via their potential movement through the Three Mile 
Slough or around the tip of Sherman Island, they are probably 
affected to a much lesser degree. 

Analyses on CWT fish released at Ryde, after correcting for 
temperature (all indices were standardized to 61 degrees 
fahrenheit), indicated that increased flows at Jerssy Point was 
beneficial to survival (r=0.49, p<0.10) (Figure 4). The data 
from 1983 was not included in our analyses-as it had flows at 
Jersey Point of about 35,000 cfs and made a relationship at the 
lower f l ~ w s  difficult to detect. 

We also evaluated the impact of Jersey Point flow on the Ryde 
raw survival indices, by comparing releases made at the same 
temperatures. We found an average of 39 percent increase in 
our raw survival index when Jersey Point (Q West) flows were 
greater (Table 5). 

In addition, for fish released at Jersey Point between 1989 and 
1991 we found that temperature corrected survival increased with 
an increase of flow at Jersey Point (r=0.76, p<0.10) (Figure 5). 
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1 
T ~ b l e  5: Temperature, survival, temperature corrected survival (to 61 degrees F. ) ,  rnig~~tfar? rate 
(miles per day) and flows (cfs) during the time the CWT salmon smolts were passing Chipps Island 
for fish released at Ryde from 1983 - 1990 and 1992. 

Raw Temperature Temperature Jersey % incre 
Temperature survival Corrected l' corrected corrected miles Rio Vista Point in r a w  

Year degrees F. index mortality mortality survival per day flow flow surwiva 
83 61 1.33 0.2611 0.2611 0.7111 4.2 42989 35026 
88 61 1.28 0.2889 0.2889 0.7111 5.6 7322 -271 

11 Corrected mortality = 1- (survival / 1 . 8 )  

Mean difference in % 3 



Flow at Jersey Point (x 1000 cfs) 

Figure 5: Temperature corrected (to E l  degrees F.) survival indices 
for CWT salmon smolts released at Jersey Point and recovered 
a t  Chipps Island between 1989 and 1991. Flow estimates 
were the 5 day mean starting on the release date. 



The results of these relationships would support the fact that  
posi ve flows at Jersey Point may incream the survival of fish 
n~igr, ing down both the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers from 
Ryde dnd Jersey Point as well as for fish diverted into the 
Central Delta and moving to the Sen-Joaquin via the blokeluxme 
River. 

~dditional discussion on the potential impact of reverse flows on 
srnolts migrating through the Central Delta is given in the 
section on the San Joaquin portion of the Delta. 

Potential Solutions: Reducing exports to minimal levels to 
reduce entrainment from the pumps and eliminate reverse flows 
during critical salmon migration periods on the Sacramento River 
would increase the survival of Sacramento smolts diverted into 
the interior Delta. 

Problem 3: High Temperatures 

Issue: Temperature in the Sacramento Delta especially in late 
May and June of drier years can cause significant mortality for 
salmon smolts emigrating to the ocean. ~aducing those 
temperatures by even a few degrees in certain years could have 
benefits to Sacramento Delta salmon production. 

Description of Problem: Temperatures acutely lethal to chinook 
salmon determined by laboratory studies are about 7 6  degrees 
fahrenheit, although temperatures over about 65-66 degrees 
fahrenheit are considered undesirable and stressful. As 
temperature increases from the low 63's, mortality increases most 
likely due to the sublethal effects of temperature or? fish. Such 
sublethal effects include increased physiological stress due to 
increased food needs and metabolic rate, and greater predation. 

We have found that temperature is negatively correlated to 
survival of marked salmon srnolts migrating through the Sacramento 
River Delta (Figure 6). We also have found similar relationships 
between unmarked salmon smolts migrating from the North Delta 
(Sacramento) to Chipps Island and water temperature in the Delta 
;Figures 7 and 8) (WQCP-USFWS-2). 

When analyzing our trawl data (1978 to 1989) using multiple 
regressi~n analyses to develop our smolt survival model for the 
Sacramento Delta, we found that temperature explains a high 
degree of the variability in survival in all parts of the 
Sacramento River Delta (WQCP-USFWS-1). - 
In 1992, releases made at Ryde and into ~eorgiana Slough, showed 
preliminarily that the greatest difference in survival between 
the two groups was at the higher temperatures (67O F), where 
mortahity was 2 1/2 times greater than at temperatures of 63' F 
and 6 4 O  F (Table 3). This i r  ferr; that being diverted into the 



Temperature at Freeport ( degrees F) 

Figure 6: Raw Chinook salmon smolt survival for CWT fish released 

at Sacramento and recovered via midwater trawl at Chipps Island 

from 1978 to 1990 versus Sacramento River water temperature 

at Freeport. 



TEMPERATURE o F 

Figure 7. Relationship between uni I larked, natural smolt survival and temperature 

through the Sacramento River delta in April, May and June 1988. 
1 





Central Delta especially during times of relatively high 
temperature6 causes high mortality to migrating smolts (Table 3). 

Although we have occasionally found survival relatively high at 
high temperatures and acknowledge some uncertainty in the exact 
response of salmon smolts to water temperature, we believe that 
high temperatures in the Delta can be a significant mortality 
factor to outmigrating smolts in the Sacramento River Delta and 
reductions in temperature would be beneficial to salmon 
production. 

Potential Solution: Releases of water from the upstream 
reservoirs or other possible means (increases in riparian 
vegetation and reduction in agricultural drain water) have been 
shown to have some potential to reduce temperatures in the Delta. 

Problem 4: Low Flows 

Issue: Low flow through the Delta may decrease the migration 
rate of smolts migrating through the Sacramento River, thus 
increasing their exposure time to varied mortality factors such 
as high temperatures. In addition, low flows could increase the 
concentration of toxic constituents present in Delta, increase 
water clarity which would be expected to increase predation 
losses and increase the percentage of fish diverted from the 
Sacramento River at Walnut Grove. 

- 
Description of Problem: With the onset of reservoirs and the 
pumping plants, flow in the Delta has been regulated such that 
flows are generally reduced in the spring and early sunmer 
whereas in the late summer and fall they are generally higher 
than they were historically. In USFWS Exhibit 31 (Figures 4-1 
and 4 - 2 ) ,  it is documented haw salmon smolt survival through the 
Sacramento River decreases with decreased flow. Since 1987, we 
have gathered additional experimental data and have determined 
that the most probable mechanisms for the flow survival 
relationship were temperature and the percent of water diverted 
at Walnut Grove (WQCP-USFWS-1). Although temperature and the 
percent diverted have been documented to be of major importance 
in the survival of salmon smolts, flow may still be an important 
variable. 

Recent data, from both wild and hatchery fish migrating from the 
North Deltz (Sacramento and Courtland) to Chipps Island (1988 to 
1991) provided limited evidence that increased flow in the Delta 
may increase the migration rzte through the Delta (Figure 9 and 
IJRINT-USFWS-9). This may be compounded by the fact that 
increased flows between Sacramento and Chipps Island would 
decrease the percent diverted at Walnut Grove. 

We did not find for CWT fish released at Ryde that migration rate 
was related to Rio Vista flow ( ~ i g u r e  10). However, we did find 
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Figure 9. Migration rate for "natural" and "unmarked hatchery" 
fish determined by peak recoveries at Sacramento and 
Chipps Island versus Sacramento River flow at Freeport 
during the migration period (WRINT-USFWS-91, for years 
1988 to 1991. 
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Rio Vista Flow ( x 1000 cfs) 

Figure 10: Migration rate and temperature corrected survival ( to 61 OF) 

for C W  smolt salmon released at Ryde versus Rio Vista flows during the time 
the fish were migrating, 1983 to 1990 and 1992. 



that temperature-corrected (to 61Q F) Ryde survival was 
negatively related to Ris Vista flow, which is countar to our 
hypothesis that increasing flows would increase the migration 
rate and resulting survival. Additional analyses is needed to 
thoroughly evaluate the mechanism for this relationship, since it 
is not intuitive. 

Although we have not been able to correlate migration rate to 
survival rate, our opinion is that the faster smolts can move 
through the Delta the less exposure they will have to mortality 
factors and thus have improved survival. 

Potential Solutions: Increasing flow to potentially decrease 
temperatures and reduce the percent diverted at Walnut Grove 
could be done by releasing water out of reservoirs. 

Ban Joaquin Delta Problem Identification 

Problem 5 :  m o l t  diversions off the San Joaquin River into Upper 
Old River 

Issue: Salmon migrating down the San Joaquin River have a better 
survival rate if they are not diverted into Upper Old River. 
Reducing the number of salmon diverted towards the pumping plants 
at this junction could increase the survival of smelts migrating 
through the San Joaquin Delta. 

Description of Problem: The survival of chinook salmon smolts 
migrating through the San Joaquin Delta (Vernalis to Chipps 
Island) from nursery areas in the San Joaquin River drainage is 
much lower than the survival of fall-run smolts emigrating from 
the Sacranento River drainage (USFWS Exhibit WRINT-9). The 
relatively l ~ w  Delta survival of San Joaquin smelts is apparenzly 
caused by unfavorable conditions encountered upstream of Jersey 
Point and in the southern Delta as CWT data indicated smolts 
releasee at Jersey Point survive better than those released at -- 

Dos Reis Park on the 3an Joaquin River near the head of Old River 
(Table 5 a n i  Table 7 ; .  

Survival estimates to Chipps Island show that in 7 out of 8 
groups of CWT releases, fish released in the San Joaquin river at 
Dos Reis Park survived about two times better than those released 
lnto Upper Old River, under varied environmental and pumping 
conditions (Table 6). It is assumed that many smolts do go into . 
iJ~per Old River because a large percentage (at times > 100%) of 
the water at the junction is diverted into Upper Old River. 
Bmolts diverted into Upper Old River are on a direct path to the 
S t a t e  and Federal punping plants where they suffer direct 
sortality. Additional indirect mortality occurs in the south 
3elta channels most likely due to high temperature, predation and 



Tabla 6 .  CWT rmolt ourvival indiceo for omolto roloarod a t  Doo Roir on tho  main 
San Joaquin Rivar and i n  Uppar Old Rivar betwoon 1985-1987 and I989 to 
1991. Ocman rmcovery rates are i n  paranthomim. 

- 
Upper Old River Survived t o  
Releaea - 
4-29-85 .62 

5-30-86 .20 (0.011) 

4-27-87 .16 (0.005) 

4-21-89 (High Export) .09 (0.00073) 

5-03-89 (Low Export) .05 (0.00044) 

4-17-90 (High Export) .02 

Ocean Index Trawl Index 
Doe R e i s /  boo Reis/ 
Uaaer Old Rivslx p ~ a a r  Old River 

5-15-9C (Low Export) .01 4.0 

Mean .16 1.8 

Dos Reis 

Temperature 
Flow at CVP & SWP on Release 
Stocktoq" ~ x ~ o r t ~ ~  

4-22 and 4-23, 1982 *.70 7861 5598 6 5 

4-30-85 .59 513 6311 

5-29-86 .34 (0.021) 2514 5386 

4-27-87 **.33 (0.012) 471 6093 

4-20-89 (High Export) .14 (0.00062) 112 10237 

5-02-89 (Low Export) .14 (O.OOC96) 790 2470 

4-16-90 (High Export) -04 0 9549 

5-02-90 (Low Export) .04 490 2461 

4-15-91 (High Export) .16 60 5153 6 0 

Nean ( 8 3 - 8 7 ,  89-90) .24 

I: 5 day averages after release date, flow and exports in cfs. 

* Original eurvival estimate modified (.60) based on the ratio of recovery rates 
between the Dos Reis and Herced River release. 

* *  Original survival estimate (.82) modified baaed on the r a t i ~  of recovery rates 
between the Do8 Reis and Upper Old River releaaee. 



Table 7. survival ostimatse for CWT smolte released at 
Jersey Point in the Ban Joaquin River Delta in 
1989-1991. 

Low Export 
(no reverse flows) 

High Export 
(reverse flows) 

percent increase 



lengthy exposures to mortality factors due to high hydraulic 
residence time. 

Tagged fish released in Upper Old River have shown that in some 
years as low as 1 to 3 percent of the release is salvaged at the 
State and Federal Fish Facilities (Table 8). This may indicate 
that conditions in Upper Old River are so poor that few s~,vive 
to be salvaged. If survival was high in Upper Old River, we 
would expect to see a large percentage of fish at the facilities 
as we did in 1986 (74%) when flows were high in all South Delta 
channels (EIRSP-USFWS-4). 

Although percentages of fish recovered from CWT groups released 
at Dos Reis on the San Joaquin River, also are low (Table 8), we 
xould expect to see less of these fish at the facilities because 
their migration path to the ocean does not expose them directly 
to the pumping plant intakes as is the case for the Upper Old 
River release groups. 

During 1992, a total of 800,000 coded wire tagged smolts were 
released at three sites in the Delta. More than half (500,000) 
were released in 100,000 lots at Mossdale, one group per week for 
5 weeks (April 7 to May 12). Preliminary data on the recoveries 
junexpanded recoveries multiplied by an expansion rate of 6) for 
these groups indicated that less than 2 percent of these groups 
were recovered at the facilities themselves (Table 8). As we 
have observed in past dry years (when survival was low), it 
appears that most of the fish in 1992 did not survive to be 
salvaged at the fish facilities. We will finalize these findings 
at a later date. 

The 1992 study was designed to evaluate the effects of a full 
barrier at the head of Upper Old River on the survival of smolts 
migrating down the San Joaquin River. The barrier was installed 
on April 23, 1992, with two and three groups of marked fish, 
released before and after the barrier was installed, 
respectively. 

Preliminary survival indices for the groups released at Mossdale 
ranged between .17 and .O1 with the greater survival estimates 
obtained for the groups of fish released in early April when 
temperatures were lower (64 and 63 degrees) and the barrier was 
not in place (Table 9). This was contrary to past data that 
inferred a barrier would be beneficial. 

In order to separate.out the influence of temperature from that 
of the barrier, we standardized our survival estimates to a 
constrnt temperature (63 degrees) as we have done in previous 
analyses (USFWS-WRINT-Exhibit 9). Average survival after being 
corrected for temperature without the barrier was 0.10 while that 
with the barrier was 0.29. This would reflect a three fold 
benefit with the barrier which is similar to the doubling we saw 



Table 8. Percentage of the expanded number of CWT Chinook Stnoits released that1 
were recovered a t  the State and Federal Fish Facilities (1985-1987 
and 1989-1992). 

Year - Upper O l d  River Dos Reis Jersey Point Mossdale 

1983 (High Export) 6.9 5 0.2 NR 

1989 (Low Export) 2 0.6 1.6 NR 

1990 (High Export) 2 . 5  1 . 7  0.2 NR 

cL' 
LJ 

1930 (Low Export) 1 . 3  

1991 A p r i l  NR 

1991 May NR NR 0.01 NR 

* This estimate is preliminary and based on multiplying the total raw number 
of marked fish recovered at the two Fish Facilities during ~pril and May, by 6. 
  his is based on the average sampling time of 10 minutes every 2 hours. A more 
refined estimate will be provided in our 1992 USFWS Annual Report. 



with our Upper Old River and Dos Reis data. Average exports 
during the time the marked fish were released were similar before 
and after the barrier was installed (Table 9). 

-preventing salmon from being diverted into Upper Old River would 
appear to increase the survival of sm~lts migrating through the 
San Joaquin Delta. 

Potential &lolutions: Any measure that would reduce the number of 
salmon diverted into Upper Old ~iver should be beneficial to San 
Joaquin salmon. Both decreased export pumping and increasing the 
inflow would decrease the percent of water and fish diverted to 
Upper Old River. In addition, a full barrier at the head of 
Upper Old River would prevent salmon from migrating down Upper 
Old River. Each of these measures have the potential to increase 
the survival of smolts through the San Joaquin Delta, although 
all three used in combination is expected to yield the greatest 
survival benefit. There is a definite need to evaluate the 
potential benefit of the barrier to smolt survival under a range 
of exports and flows. 

Problem 6: Low Inflow in the San Joaquin Delta 
Issue: Low inflow, especially when combined with high exports, 
is most likely causing a major part of the extremely high smolt 
mortality rates observed in the San Joaquin Delta. Low flow has 
been shown to decrease the migration rate of smolts migrating 
through the San Joaquin Delta (EIRSP-USFWS-4). 

It also has been documented that smolt survival down the San 
Joaquin and adult recruitment 2 1/2 years later is directly 
related to the spring outflow at Stockton and Vernalis 
respectively (USFWS-WRINT-9 and DFG 1987, Exhibit 15). 

Description of Problem: Other than in wet water years, very 
little flow is released into the San Joaquin tributaries and 
rnzinstem during the spring months coinciding with salmon smolt 
outmigration. As in the Sacramento River, most of the natural 
runoff and snow melt is captured in the many reservoirs on the 
system, and prevented from flowing ;own the rivers as it did . 
historically. Especially in dry and critical years, spring flows 
into the Delta from the San Joaquin River and tributaries is very 
low (1000 to 2000 cfs at Vernalis). 

Migration time to Chipps Island of CWT fish released into the San 
Joaquin River at Dos Reis Park was longer in the dry years of 
1985, 1987, 1989 and 1390 (about 8 to 13 days) than it was in 
1986 (about 4 days) when inflows were high (7000 cis at Vernalis) 
(Table TO). The South Delta has a myraid of potential mortality 
factors that reduce survival for San ~oaquin salmon smolts and 
the longer the fish are in the Southern Delta and exposed to them 
ths w9rs.e their survival is likely to be. Moving the fish 



Table 9 .  Estimated preliminary survival of five groups of coded wire tagged fish (approximately 100,000 
per group) released at PIossdnle on tho San Joaquin River, with and without the presence of a 
barrier at the head of Old R i v e r  in Ihpril and May of 1992. Survival was standardized to a 
temperature of 63O F using the relationship of temperature to survival between Ryde and Cbipps 
Island (WQCP-USFWS- 1) . 

Uncorrected 

Barrier .12 .07 -- -- 
Without 
Barrier -- 51 = .lo 1979 cfe" 1409" 

' Mean daily flow and exports between 4/7 and 4/23 in cis. 

' Mean daily flow and esports between 4/24 and 5/15 in cfs. 



Table 10. Daye Between releaes and goak reoovery for CWT 
omolte relslased in the 8an Joaquin River at: Do8 Reid 
Park and reoovered a t  Chigpe Ieland, 1985-1987 and 
1989-199%, and average Ban Joaguin River flow at 

- Jersey Poiat (Q west). 

Release 
D a t e  

D a y  to Peak 
Recoverv 

4-20-89 
(High export) 

5-2-89 
(Lo\; export) 

4-16-90 
(High export) 

5-2-90 
(Low export) 

Average Jersey 
P o i n t  F l o w  tcfs) " 

+ 587 

+ 7798 

+ 57 

- 2129 

I '  Ten days a f t e r  re l ease  date  

'' Average 2 0  days after r e l e a s e  date .  

" F l o w  a t  Antioch. 



through the San Joaquin Delta as quickly as p~ssible ehould Be 
beneficial and increase their survival rates. 

In addition, we have been able to demonstrate with CWT fish 
released at Dos Reis (1982, 1986-1987, 1989-1991) that survival 
through the San Joaquin River Delta is significantly related to 
flow at Stockton although data at high flows is especially 
limited (Figure 11). The data from 1985 was considered an 
outlier and not used in the regression calculation. Modification 
of the 1982 and 1986 raw survival data was done based on the 
ratio of ocean recovery rates between two sites in the same year 
and appear to reflect more accurate indices (Table 6). 

In DFGrs 1987 Exhibit 15, they showed several examples of how 
adult recruitment in the San Joaquin was directly correlated to 
spring outflow 2 112 years earlier. The high flow would not only 
be beneficial for migration through the Delta, but also should 
also improve conditions in upstream areas (see testimony for this 
proceedings by DFG on salmon in the San Joaquin basin). 
Increased flow specifically in the San Joaquin Delta would not 
only increase migration rates but potentially decrease 
temperatures and increase turbidity which in turn would decrease 
predation, and create net downstream flow all of which should 
increase smolt survival through the Delta. 

Recent experimental data from the San Joaquin Basin indicates 
that short-term llflushing-flowsu ( i . e . ,  increased flow releases 
from reservoirs on the Stanislaus and/or Tuolumne) resulted in an 
increased trawl catch of smolts at ?lossdale in both 1991 and 1992 
{DFG Region 4, William Loudemilk, personal communication). 

Potential solutions: Releasing water from the upstream 
reservoirs could increase the survival rate of smolts migrating 
throuqh the San Joaquin Delta via the several mechanisms 
discussed above. 

Problem 9 :  Reverse Blows in Lower 018, anb Middle Rivers, Turner 
Cut, and Western 8an Joaquin River 

Issue: The low amount of inflo;; into the San Joaquin Delta in 
con~uns?ion with the high anount of exports at the Federal and 
State Pumping plants causes reverse flows in many southern Delta 
channels. Such reverse flows impede the ability of the salmon 
snolts to migrate to the ocean in a timely manner and in doing so 
increases their exposure time to the many mortality factors 
present i~ the south Delta. Redccing or eliminating these 
rQverse flows would enable the outmigrating smolts to more 
readlly find their way out to the ocean and increase their 
survival. 



Flow at Stockton X 1000 cfs 

Figure 11 : Flow at Stockton versus smolt survival in the San Joaquin 

Delta as indexed by midwater trawl recovery of CWT snolts. 

Indicates an outlier not used in the regression. 

y = 0.1 2257 + .000076 (flow at Stockton) 



Demoription of problmo During the time the fish are migrating 
out of the San Joaquin Delta, inflow ie normally low (e2000 cfs). 

During this same time period, especially in April, the pumping 
plants are exporting at high levels (in the range of about 5,000 
to 10,600 cfs). This disparity between inflow and pumping rates 
cause reverse flows in the main San Joaquin River downstream of 
the Upper Old River junction as well as in lower Old and Middle 
Rivers and at Turner Cut. With essentially no net downstream 
flow in the mainstem San Joaquin past Stockton or Antioch, 
successful migration to the ocean is delayed and extremely 
difficult. Based on our estimates of the survival of San Joaquin 
smolts to Chipps Island, most are not successful and succumb to 
one of the many mortality factors present in the southern Delta. 

Recovery data from several groups of experimental fish released 
in the San Joaquin Delta have indicated that reverse flows 
throughout the Delta are affecting the survival of smolts 
emigrating from the San Joaquin basin. Tagged fish released at 
Jersey Point in 1989 and 1990 have shown that survival was 
greater by 9% to 75% respectively for fish released at Jersey 
Point during periods of no reverse flow (Table 7). Data from 
1991, representing no reverse flow, yielded the highest survivals 
although low temperatures also were present at the time 0.f CWT 
smolt release. As mentioned previously, temperature standardized 
survival for marked fish released at Ryde decreased as reverse 
flows at Jersey Point increased (Figure 5). 

Based on the timing and magnitude of CWT recoveries at the State 
and Federal Fish Facilities, we found that reverse flows probably 
carried some of the Dos Reis release group in 1990 and 1991, 
upstream to the pumps via Upper Old River (EIRSP-USFWS-4 and 
WRINT-USFWS-9). In this case, reverse flows downstream of Upper 
Old River prevented fish released at Dos Reis Park from migrating 
down the mainsten San Joaquin to the ocean. 

Data in both April and May for 1991 CWT releases along the San 
Joaquin River from Dos Reis Park to Jersey Point indicates that 
the survival rate/~ile was lowest between Stockton and the mouth 
of the Mokelumne, the region where smolts are exposed to the 
greatest number of channels that carry water via net reverse 
flows to the CVP/SWP pumps (Figure 12). 

We believe reducing reverse flows in the southern Delta channels 
and the western San Joaquin River would benefit smolts and 
increase their survival rate through the San Joaquin Delta. 

Potential Bolutions: Increased flow combined with decreased 
exports, or possibly other measures, would reduce or eliminate 
reverse flows in the southern Delta. Alone or in combination, 
these measures would increase the survival of San Joaquin smolts 
migrating through the Delta. 



RIVER FLOW 

Lower Mokslumne 

Figure 12: Diagrammatical representation of the San Joaquin River 
Delta area reflecting data from CWT smolt experiments in April and May of 
1991. Temperature corrected (to 59 OF) survival (in parentheses) per release 
group to Chipps Island and survival per mile @/m) provided between release 
locations. April exports and river flow encompasses the period 4/16 to 516 
(release date to final capture at Chipps Island of Stockton release in April). 
May exports encompass period 516 to 5/30. Exports are combined 
CVPISWP and river flow is measured at Vernalis. 



Problem 0 :  High Exports 

Issuet Salmon smolts migrating through the San Joaquin Delta are 
exposed to high exports especially in the month of April. Not 
only do high exports increase the direct mortality of salmon lost 
to the pumps, but they also aggravate many of the problems 
discussed above such as increases in reverse flows and decreases 
in net downstream flow. Reducing exports alone or in conjunction 
with other actions has the potential to increase salmon survival 
in the San Joaquin Delta. 

Description of Problem: Exports in April are typically high with 
combined levels of about 10,000 cfs for both the State and 
Federal Facilities. Salmon outmigration in the San Joaquin Delta 
occurs earlier in the spring than outmigration in the Sacramento 
with a large percentage (a mean of 44% from 1988 to 1990) of fish 
migrating out of the tributaries by May 1 (Table 11). Thus, many 
San ~oaquin smolts are exposed to degraded conditions in the 
South Delta caused directly or indirectly by the high project 
exports. With all of the San Joaquin inflow going to the pumps 
and reverse flows increased, migration is delayed and survival is 
extremely low in most dry years. Although pumping is reduced 
during May per D1485, temperatures increase during the month and 
likely cause increased mortality. 

In 1989 and 1990 with extremely low inflow, exports were reduced 
from-about 10,000 in April to 2500 cis in May. The raw survival 
indices did not appear to change due to the change in export 
sates. However, when the corresponding release made into Upper 
Old River was used as a control (denominator), we found about a 2 
fold increase in survival at the lower exports (Table 6). Also, 
with less export, a smaller percent of water is diverted into 
Upper Old River (and likely less fish) where survival was shown 
to be less. This in itself would be a benefit to migrating 
salmon at lower exports. 

Additional CV7T smolt data from 1991, however, indicated that 
survia-a1 between Stockton and the Lower Mokelumne junction-i when 
standardized for temperature, was lower in April when exports 
were greater than in May (Figure 12). Adult escapement in the 
San Joaquin Xiver between 1969-1978 and 1980-1986 is 
significantly related to inflow at Vernalis and combined exports 
at the SWP and CVP (WRINT-USFWS-Exhibit 9). Other things being 
equal, variation in adult escapement should be related to smolt 
survival, thus export reductions either alone or in combination 
with increased flows past Stockton have the potential to increase - 
smolt survival through the San Joaquin Delta. 

Potential ~olutions: Export reductions or curtailments during 
the critical migration period of San Joaquin smolts in 
conjunction with flow increases could substantially increase 
smolt survival through the San Joaquin Delta. 



Table 11: Salaon smolt catches at Mossdale i n  April and May of 1988- 
1990 (source, DFG, Region 4, and IFD). 

April 1st 3 weeks 
l a s t  week 

May f irst  week 
last  3 weeks 

April 1st 3 weeks 
l a s t  week 

May f irs t  week 
l a s t  3 weeks 

April 1st 3 weeks 
last week 

MaY first week 
last 3 weeks 

- 
X (88-90) April 1st 3 weeks 

last week 

May first week 
last ' 3 weeks 



Problem 98 High Tamperatures in tho South Delta 

Issuer High temperatures in the south Delta, often seen as early 
as late April and early May, are a problem for San Joagufn smolts 
emigrating to the ocean. Reducing those tempezatures aould 
increase the survival of these smslts. 

Description of Problem: Temperatures in the south Delta are 
typically higher than other parts of the Delta during the spring 
(USFWS, 1987, ~xhibit 31), which may account, in part, for the 
much lower smolt survival rates that we see in the San Joaepin 
Delta versus those obtained in the Sacramento Delta. Higher 
temperatures seen in the south Delta are likely due to the 
combination of low inflow and reverse flows resulting in high 
water mass "residence timett. In addition, much of the inflow is 
comprised of agriculture drain water which is typically warmer. 

Although we have very little data showing the response to 
temperature by smolts migrating through the San Joaquin Delta, we 
believe the same general relationships found on the Sacramento 
are applicable. Raw survival indices from 1992 (Table 9) shows a 
decrease in survival as temperatures rose between April and Hay. 

Reducing temperatures by even a few degrees if possible would 
appear to be beneficial to these smolts. Reducing temperatures 
in conjunction with improving other conditions would seem the 
most comprehensive method for improving survival through the San 
Joaquin Delta. 

Potential Solutions: Increasing flow from upstream reservoirs 
may decrease the temperature in the south Delta. Also, increases 
in riparian habitat (for shade) and reductions of agricultural 
drain water could decrease the temperature in these channels, and 
flushing flows used early in the migration period may enable a 
portion of the smolt population to migrate sooner, thus avoiding 
higher temperatures. 

Potential Salmon Protective Measures 

Based on the above knowledge of the problems for salmon in the 
Delta and measures needed to correct them, a list of potential 
measures that could improve salmon protection was developed 
(Table 12). A general ranking, primarily by fishery biologists 
on the Delta team, as to the relative feasibility and likelihood 
of success and comments on each measure also is included in 
Table 12. 

Goals for Levels of Protection 

Protection-level goals were established for fall-run smolt 
survival relative to the hydraulic conditions present for 



T a b l e  12 .  P o t e n t i a l  meLasures t o  improve salmon protec t ion  i n  t h e  Delta  with ernpllaeis on eraolt l i f e  61'..-ge, 
including rank r e l a t i v e  t o  feas ibLl i ty / l ike l ihood of euccess and team comments. 

Measure 
Problem(8) 
Mddreseed Rank 

Sacramento Delta  

1. Increase  Sac. R. Inflow D,R,MR? H t o  L Biologis ts  sense more flow helps, ava i l ab le  data 1 

conclueive. Potential  t o  overcane pred~"ion via gres. 
turbidi ty,  lower temperature and mic effecte. E & s t  VA 

when X-channel and Georgiana gatee closed- 

2. Close Delta  Cross Channel D H Strong agreement of major benefit. 

3. Close Georgiana S1. D H Strong agreement, c o s t  -$IOU (Dm?) Boat  loch nee& 

4. New Hope Screen/Gate D 

5. C u r t a i l  CVP/SWP Exports D,R 
-e 
C- 

6. Remove Predators  C l i f t o n  R 
Court Forebay 

7 .  Screen Georgiana S1. D 

H Strong agreement, Mew In take  t o  replace X-ch-1 e 
Georgiana S1. d i v e r e i o n e w h i c h w n t l d b e c l ~ t o ~  
diversion.  High c o s t  f a c i l i t y .  

M t o  L Greates t  benef i t  i f  inflows remain constant ,  f n d i r c  
impacts appear g r e a t e r  than direct as Sacramento 5 
numbers not  high a t  Salvage f a c i l i t i e s .  

L t o  NC Uncertainty a s  to  feae ib i l i ty / euccess  and benefit 
Sacramento ealmon. 

U Rejected, t o o  many uncer ta in t i e s .  R 6 D not wort-! 
t i d a l  problems and space l i m i t a t i o n s  make inef fectf 

8. Screen Cross Channel D U Same a s  above 

9. Fish and/or flow d i v e r t e r s  - D,R U I Rejected, great uncertainties, R & D nat uhUe, ti. 
Steamboat S l .  complexities,  major navigat ion,  predation feerrrso- 

-Sut ter  51. 
-Cross Channel 
-Georgians ~ 1 .  I 

10. Trap/Truck o r  Barge i n  D I R 
Sacramento R. and/or Cross 
Channel and/or Georgiana S1. 

Rejected, H:yh R and D, P rob lem with effectLvezm 
trapping of other spp., handling I(~BB~B, ColMla & st 
poor success with i d e a l  facilitieo, 



Table  12. (cotit) 

Heasure 

San Jsaqtain River --- 

P r o b l e m ( ~ )  
Rddressed - Rank 

11. Increase  San Joaquin R. D,R,MR 
inflow. 

1 2 .  Block Western Flow i n t o  upper D 
Old Riv@r. 

13. C u r t a i l  CVP/SWP Export D I R  

14. Block San Joaquin R flow R 
below head Old R. 

15. Remove P reda to r s  CCFB 
e 
Ll 

16. Screen Upper Old R. 

17. TrapITruck o r  Barge D,R 

i 

18. Improve CVP (Tracy) F ish  R 
Salvage F a c i l i t y  

19. El imina te  Reverse f lows i n  D v R , ~  
south  Delta and San Joaquin 
R. I 

Key: Rankinq 
H = high  f e a s i b i l i t y / s u c c e s s  
M=medium a n 

L = low a n 

NC= no change i n  p r o t e c t i o n  
Negmnegative impact t o  ealmsn 
U = deemed u n f e a e i b l e  

H Benefit  depends on export  l e v e l  and presence of Upper 0 
R. b a r r i e r .  Grea t e s t  va lue  when in£ lw/expnrt > 3 ?x 
without b a r r i e r ;  p o s s i b l e  less r a t i o  w i th  b a r r i e r  i 

H Strong agreement of b e n e f i t  i f  e x p o r t s c u t a n d i n f l w  
s u f f i c i e n t .  Uncer ta in ty  a e  to InflowjExport need. 

H Benefi t  depends on inf low a t  Verna l i s ,  b e s t  w i t h  
Inf  low/Export >3 t o  5 (p re fe r r ed ) .  Low inf lw a d  1. 
exportw/oUORBarrier s h a w n t o b e ~ f l i t t l e - f i t b ~  
on r e c e n t  d a t a  (1988-1990). 

U, NC Rejected, designed t o  d i r e c t  f i e h  t o  CVP/SWP salvat 
f a c i l i t i e s .  Impacts t o  Water Qua l i t y  above Stocktt 
l i k e l y .  

M t o  L Continued uncertainty, i f  successful aould help San ;Taaqu. 
j uven i l e  m e r e  t h a n  Sacramento. 

L to NC, Of value i f  bypass flow suf f ic ien t ,  tidal prcbl- OW. 
Neg t o  Walnut Grove. P o t e n t i a l  harm to adult migratiua 
L to U A lot of R and D, more f e a s i b l e  than Sac. 8. bat 

u n c e r t a i n t y r ~ i n s a n d h a n d l i n g l o s s / s t r a y i n g s t f l ~ s  
i s sue .  

L Improvementpoeeible, bene f i t  r e l a t i v e t o o t h e r -  
low. 

H Strong agreement, eome data support ~~ to eq&3zt &x 
inf low l eve l s .  

Problem Addressed 
D = d ive r s ion  
MRP i nc reaee  migra t ion  rate 
R = leemen m o r t a l i t y  in  a s p e c i f i c  region 



specific hietorical time periods. This appaoaoh asaumod 
conditions in the Delta for salmon smolt survival have degraded 
over time. We utilized five different goals of proteotion in our 
analyses. They are provided in Table 13. Another goal was 
inikially considered, that of doubling smolt eurvival relative t o  
llbasell (existing) conditions as stipulated in State Senate Bill 
2261. It may be of value to the Board to consider this goal in 
their decision process. Additional historical time periods could 
have been used but the five chosen provide a broad range of 
environmental conditions and should help the Board and 
participants by providing sufficient information with which to 
chose a goal of protection. Shorter historical periods (fewer 
years) result in fewer numbers of each water year type of which 
to average resulting in greater variability and at times no 
estimate. 

Average smolt survival indices for each water year type for each 
qoal were estimated using smolt survival models (see next 
section) for the San Joaquin and Sacramento River portions of the 
Delta (Table 13). A mean survival index for the five water year 
(i.e., n=5) was used for all goals. 

Considerable change has occurred in the Delta in the past 50 
years that is reflected in the decrease in smolt survival 
estimates in Table 13. Through the period 1950 to the present, 
the Delta Cross Channel was built and increasing exports occurred 

- from the South Delta via the CVP and SWP. Inflow and outflow 
volumes and timing and the direction of net channel flows also 
have changed. All resulted in greater numbers of salmon being 
diverted off their mainstream migration routes toward the south 
and Central Delta and a likely general increase in residence 
time, thus, slowing their migration rate. Both changes caused an 
overall decrease in survival in the Delta. In addition, there 
has likely been a rise in water temperature since water 
development projects have decreased spring time river snow melt 
flows, at least in the wetter years. Limited comparisons between 
two "wetn years showed higher temperatures in April through June 
of 1986, than were present in 1927 (Heidi--Bratovich, State Water 
Resources Control Board, personal communication). 

The choice of a Ifbase case" representing present conditions in 
the estuary, with which to compare with previous periods, is an 
elusive concept. We believe the 1995 level of Development 
Operation Study with 1989 demand is an appropriate base to use as 
a tool to estimate the benefits of any proposed action. This 
operational study assumes 1995 level of development with 1989 
level of demand for the 70 vears of hydrology and reflects the 
greater exports and lower smolt survival over the entire period 
of record. 

Methods Used to ~stimate Balmon Bmolt survival by Goal and 
Alternatives 



T a b l e  13, Predicted smollt su~viveal indices  for the Sacramento and San Joaquin River 
p ~ s t i s w s  of the Delta for specified goals unaer varied water year types, 

Saarmewto D e l t a  8nrolt 8urviva9 Indices 

& 
4 

* = Interpolated 
** = A t  1989 level of demand 



Our baehcr approach was to use a variety of models tha t  aro 
deeigned to represent the factors ,nfluencing survival of fall- 
run smolts through the Delta. Factors uaed for input values in 
these models were San Jsaguin River flow at Vernalis and 
Stookton, combined CVP/SWP Delta exporkfa, water temper; ture at 
Freeport, the percent of water diverted off the Sacramento River 
at Walnut Grove via the Delta Cross Channel and Georgians Slough, 
and the use or non-use of a full barrier at the head of Old 
River. 

Flow and export data were provided by DWR's DAYFLOW records or 
operations studies. The percent diverted at Walnut Grove was 
calculated using DWR equations and appropriate flow and Delta 
cross channel gate operations (see USFWS Exhibit 31, 1987). 

Water temperatures were from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
records at Freeport (1960-1990) or from the Sacramento Water 
Treatment Plant (1939 to 1959). 

The smolt survivals used for historic (goal) survival estimates 
were weighted by the percent migration by month as follows: 
Sacramento Delta - April 17%, May 65%, June 18%; San Joaquin 
Delta - April 45% and May 55%. 
Water year types for all goals with the exception of the 1995 LOD 
and Alternatives A-E were based on the Sacramento River four 
Basin index (per D1485). The 1995 LOD and Alternatives A-E were 
based on the 40-30-30 water year classification system for the 
Sacramento Basin and the 60-20-20 for the San Joaquin Basin. 

Some of the shorter time periods, 1956-1970 and 1978-1990 did not 
have all water year types represented. Survival levels were 
obtained for these year types by interpolation. Model survival 
levels that were over 1.0 were set at 1.0 for averaging by year 
type. Negative estimates of survival were set equal to 0.0. 

Ssolt survival for the Sacramento River Delta is based on the 
model described in Kjelson, et. al. 1989 (WQCP-USFWS-1) which 
uses the percent diverted at Walnut Grove, Freeport water 
temperature, and CVP/SWP Delta exports as variables. The model 
is based on coded wire tagged (CWT) ssolt recovery data from 
tagged smolt releases between 1978 and 1989. A recent evaluation 
of the Sacramento model adding data for 1990 and 1991 changed the 
model equations in only minor ways with the three key factors 
remaining the same. Hence, we utilized the 1989 version. 

Smolt survival for the San Joaquin Delta was based on three 
regression models using relationships between San Joaquin River 
inflow at Vernalis, San Joaquin River flow at Stockton and 
combined CVP/SWP exports. Due to the lack of CWT data for a 
:ariety of flow and export conditions from the San Joaquin River 
side of the Delta we relied in part on relationships between 



adult Pall-run aalmon escapement to the Ban Joaquin basin and 
spring time Vernalis inflow and CVP/SWP export@ 2& ysare earlier. 

By assuming that smolt survival was related to inflow or the 
- combination of inflow and export in the same way as they are to 

escapement we arrived at a means to predict emolt survival 
through the Delta for historic periods without a full barrier at 
the head of Upper Old River. 

The relationship for predicting smolt survival at the 1940 level 
of protection goal relied on only inflow as the independent 
variable (Figure 13). It represents conditions when no barrier 
is at. the head of Old River. The relationship is defined as: y 
= 0.1943+.0000304 where y = smolt survival and x = San Joaquin 
River flow at Vernalis, r2 = 0.59 r =.77 (n=6, p< 0.10). 

This smolt survival flow relationship was based on the original 
relationship between escapement (in the Tuolumne river) and 
Tuolumne City flow for the escapement years 1938-1940, 1942, 1944 
and 1945 (Figure 14). We replaced escapement values on the Y- 
axis with smolt survival values with a range of O to 100% 
survival corresponding to the range of 1 to maximum escapement 
(140,000) . 
The relationship used to predict smolt survival for all other 
levels of protection goals without a barrier at the head of Old 
River was based on a multiple regression between adult production 
index (W. ~oudermilk, personal communication, DFG, Fresno, CA, 
19E8 draft report), from years 1969 to 1987 (excluding 1981) and 
bath Vernalis inflow and combined CVP/SWP export 2% years earlier 
(Figure 15). Again, we replaced escapement values with percent 
survival number in the same manner as above. This relationship 
(Figure 16) is defined as : y = (4.90106+.000286(~,)- .000774 
(x,))/12 where y = smolt survival, x, = Vernalis flow and x, = 
CVF+ShT exports. 

The relationship we used to predict smolt survival when a full 
barrier was present at the head of Old R i v e r a s  based-on 
survival data from our CWT smolt releases made at Dos Reis Park' 
on t h e  San Joaquin River just downstream of the junction with 
Upper Old River from 1982, 1985-1987 and 1989-1990 (Table 6). 
Regression analysis indicated that there was a significant 
relationship between San Joaquin River flow at Stockton and smolt 
survival. Flow at Dos Reis was obtained by subtracting the flow 
diverted into Old river using DWR equations from flow at 
Vernalis. The relationship is defined as: y = 0.191271+.000067x 
where, y = smolt survival, x = San Joaquin .flow at Stockton 
( r = C . 6 E ,  n=8, p< 0.10). 

O u r  regression analysis did not indicate that adding CVP and SWP 
cxports to the equation would improve it. However, it is our 



Figure 15: Obserared and predicted smok swvlval through the San JoaquOn. 

Delta from 1967 to 1985. A Indicates outlier (1 979) (not used 

in regression), 



Flow at Vernalis (cfs) 

Figure 16. Relationship between smolt survival through the San Joaquin 
Delta, Row at Vernalis and exports at the CVP and SWP pumping 
plants without a barrier at the head of Upper Old River. 



opinion that even with a barrier in the head of Old River that 
m molts migrating down the San Joaguin River would be exposed t o  
negative impacts associated with the draft of water to M e  expor: 
facilities. We believe that the mortality would increase 

-slightly less than without a barrier as e%ports increased. Henoe, 
we developed a compressed family of lines to depict the change in 
survival as both flow and exports vary. Our initial relationship 
(Figure 16) represented an average total CVP and SWP export of 
about 6000 cfs where lines were separated by 0.10 units of 
survival. Compressing our original pattern of regression lines 
by about 112 (.05) both above and below the initial line 
depicting 6000 cis we generated Figure 17. This was used to 
predict survival when a barrier was in Old River and is defined 
by the equation y= (.341271 - 0.000025 (X,) + 0.000067 (X,))/1.8), 
where X, is CVP + SWP exports and X, is reverse flow at Stockton 
in cis. Survival indices obtained using our Chipps Island index 
(as in the with barrier relationship) were divided by 1.8 as was 
done in the development of our Sacramento model (Kjelson et. al., 
1989). (See WRINT-USFWS-9 for additional explanation.) 

We continue to have the most reservation with our relationship 
that depicts survival with a barrier at the head of Old River due 
to the rzlatively high survival it provides at very low flow. 

Selecting Alternative Protective Measures 
- 

Salmon protective measures were largely chosen to lessen or stop 
the diversion of salmon off the mainstem migration route and to 
increase migration rate through the Delta, or in some cases, to 
lessen salmon mortality once the fish have been diverted into 
high mortality regions. The potential solutions t~ these 
problems are fairly straightforward conceptually, but vary 
greatly in their relative benefits to salmon and their impacts 
(i.e., costs) to other beneficial uses. 

Several characteristics further define the measures WJ have 
chosen: 1) measures that improved protectiohfor both Sacramento 
and San Joaquin stocks with limited, if any, trade offs (i.e., 
protection for one stock or life stage at expense of other), 2) 
alternatives which could protect all life stages, although we 
have emphasized alternatives for fall-run, 3) measures that were 
feasibie, could be implemented quickly, and with a high 
likelihood of success, 4) a mix of both operational and 
structural measures, 5) combinations of measures that had a 
minimum of complexity to lessen problems in implementation and 
compliance. 

Our choice of actual measures to use was quite limited with 
surviva; primarily influenced by what the length of time given 
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Figure 17: Relationship between srnolt survival in the San Joaquin Delta, 
flow at Stockton aad combined expo- at the CVP and SWP 
pumping plants whh a barrier at the head of Upper Old 
River. 



measweo were imgl@ment@d. Changes in both inflow and eaxpoe and 
a barrier at ths head of Old River ware used for tha Ban Joaguin 
smolts protection. Delta croa channel and Georgiana Slough 
closures and export limits to protect  molts were used in the 
Sacramento portion of the Delta. - 

It is important to emphasize that, while we have used modelling 
(with its inherent limitations) to quantify the benefits of 
combined sets of protective measures, the primary basis for 
selecting given measures and their schedule of implementation is 
from a combination of basic experimental and monitoring data and 
professional judgment by a team of fishery biologists 
r->resenting the five agencies and interested parties. 

Estimated Smolt Survival Indices by Historical Period 

Estimated smolt survival for the various historical periods are 
provided in Table 13. 

As expected, the results indicate that fall-run smolt survival 
has decreased over time with the greatest change in survival 
between the 1940 level of Development and the 1956 to 1970 
Historic period, with continued degradation to present day. 
Survival also decreased between the wet and critical water year 
types. 

- 

Alternative Measures to meet Salmon Protection Level Goals 

The benefits, measured in smolt survival, to be obtained from any 
of the following protective alternatives (identified in Table 
1 4 ) ,  were derived by superimposing new flow, export and diversion 
conditions on the 1995 LOD operation study (1989 demands) and 
then using these output environmental conditions as input 
variables to our salmon models. Through this process, we 
developed five sets of alternatives (protective measures) that 
gave a range of smolt survivals which included all protection- 
level goals except the 1940 level of development. (The 1940 - ' 

level of protection was unattainable because of the lower 
temperatures measured between 1939-1948 and 1951-1959.) The five 
alternatives are provided in Table 14 and, in general, reflect 
similar alternatives developed in the summer of 1991 for the 
scoping phase. The alternatives reflect protective measures for 
fall run salmon alone with some overlap for other runs in 
Alternatives D and E. They do not address, directly, protection 
for other fish species such as striped bass. However, the 
reqairement of no net reverse flow at Jersey Point, when either 
the Delta Cross Channel or Georgiana Slough are closed, should 
help protect other species. 



TABLE 14. t'.lil-ru11 S w l ~ l ~ o n  I'rotcziiva Altcr~~iitives t i ~ r  Drlt;c. '' 

' I  huiqg time periods when no cross channel closure, export level or Rio Vista is epecified then those stmdards required under Dl485 ate 10 be i m p l e d .  SWRCB 1991 WQCP f k  kb dm b to be " Fk~a .ad expma~m mean dail averages 
V w m g a  survival (x) indicee are L e d  on the average of the 5 water year type estimates (nz.5). ' Estimates of s u ~ i v a l  for nil the atlemntivea we= dcrivcd frun~ sllpcrirnposing U,c new flow, onport, ond divcrni ,n condilicrtaa on Qr. 1995 U)D crpernlirm study (1989 &dB) 4 & d b  
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The meamurea for the April-June period best refleat fall-run 
ealmon emolt needs and are the reoult of the analyeis proasre 
described previously. As noted earlisr, proteativo meacures f o r  
other races in other months assume that our knowledge on the 
factors influencing fall-run survival are generally applicable 
for smolt and/or yearlings of other racea and steelhoad trout. 

We assume that these measures also provide some protection for 
any fry that are rearing in the Delta. We assumed that closiizg 
the Delta cross channel and or Georgians Slough will not hinder 
the migration of adult Sacramento basin salmon through the Delta. 
Use of the Head of Old River barrier in the fall is a protective 
measure for San Joaquin spawner migration. 

Long Term Goals to Protect Chinook Salmon 

There are several potential methods whereby long term protection 
goals may be defined. Two have been mentioned earlier, they are: 
1) that of keeping outmigrant salmon in their mainstem migratbn 
routes and 2) increasing their rate of migration through the 
estuary (this appears most necessary on the San Joaquin where 
typical mainstem flow levels and direction appear to slow 
migration greatly). Smolt migration rate has been regularly 
estimated in the Interagency program using mark/ recaptive 
methods on tagged smolts as well as the use of peaks in catch at 
Sacramento and Chipps Island for unmarked fish (WQCP-USFWS-2). 
Another method is that of 3) achieving a minimum smolt survival 
index for their Delta migration. Smolt survival has been 
measured since 1978 by the Interagency Estuarine Salmon Program 
through the use of coded wire nose tagged (CWT) snolts releases 
at various sites in the Delta with tag recoveries by trawl at 
Chipps Island and in the ocean salmon fishery (see USFWS Exhibit 
31, 1987). Although characterized by sample variability typical 
of any fishery monitoring/recovery effort, measure~ent of OJT 
smolt survival could be used to see if long term survival goals 
are being met. 

We have also utilized the ratio of unmarked fall-run salmon molt 
catches at Sacramento and Chipps Island as another measure of 
smolt survival with some success, although it has more 
complicated assumptions (see WQCP-USFWS-2 through 4 and EIRSP- 
USFWS-4). 

Finally, there is some potential for measuring smolt survival by 
using an index of abundance of Coleman Hatchery fall-run smolts 
that are sampled at Chipps Island following their release in mass 

- 
(from 10-12 million smolts annually) in the upper Sacramento 
River. Since that release process began some years ago, we have 
consistently been able to observe their passage via trawl 
sampling at both Sacramento and chipps Island. While we have not 
assessed this method fully, it would appear that for the time 



these hatchery fish are in the Delta, we could obtain a meaeure 
of their ourviva; through the Delta, uefng the ratio of some 
measure of Chippe Island and Sacramento catch to tho number of 
smolts released up river. 

Meeting a variety of well defined habitat conditions as to those 
specified in our table of alternative salmon protection measures 
constitutes a 4th) method of defining a long term goal. An 
example would be that of closing Georgiana Slough for a shorter 
period of time under the interim (5 year) protection plan while a 
long term goal would be to close the slough for some lengthier 
period. Other examples come to mind relative to flow levels and 
length of l8f Iushing f lowsm, the length and degree of CIrP/SWP 
export curtailments, and prevention of net reverse flow. All are 
easily seen in our table of alternatives that reflect a gradient 
of protection relative to smolt survival. 

We are not recommending that a basic abundance index of 
smolts/tow .3t Chipps Island be used as a method to'monitor 
achievement of long term goals due to the variety of upstream and 
Delta factors that influence the number of smolt. 

It should be noted that small incremental changes in abundance 
and survival will be difficult to detect with any of the above 
sampling regimes due to sample variability. 
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C A m d l x  1. Hidwatar trawl oatchar rt Chippr Imland and Montaa\llar 8lough 
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expandad SOL: t l m m  and ohannal r i ae  and b f i r h  d lvartod into 
Montaauma Slough for 1987 and 1992.  
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